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2018 Columnists
For 2018, our regular columnists will provide thought-provoking commentary on a wide
range of sales issues, specifically, the hot-topics that are the most relevant and indeed, the
most significant.

Tiffani
Bova

Tiffani Bova is the global
customer growth and
innovation evangelist at
Salesforce. Tiffani is a highly
sought  after keynote speaker
and also a regular contributor
to HuffPost, Harvard Business
Review, and Forbes.

Tony J.
Hughes

Tony Hughes is an experienced
CEO and teaches 'modernized
selling' within the MBA program
at the University of Technology,
Sydney. His first book was The
Joshua Principle, Leadership
Secrets of Selling and his second,
COMBO Prospecting.

Linda
Richardson

Founder of Richardson, Linda
is a thought leader in the field
of sales performance. She is
also the author of numerous
books including Changing the
Sales Conversation which
focuses on technology and the
new buyer.

Jim
Dickie

Dave Kurlan is the founder and
CEO of Objective Management
Group, Inc. (OMG) and Kurlan
& Associates, Inc. He is also
the author of the bestseller
Baseline Selling.
Dave
Kurlan

Tamara
Schenk

Brian Sullivan is Vice President
of Sandler Enterprise Selling at
Sandler Training. He is also the
coauthor of Sandler Enterprise
Selling: Winning, Growing and
Retaining Major Accounts.
Brian
Sullivan
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Jim Dickie is a CoFounder and
Research Fellow for CSO
Insights; an independent
research division of Miller
Heiman Group and has served
as an advisor to numerous
academic institutions.

Michelle
Vazzana

Tamara Schenk is research
director at CSO Insights, and
one of the world’s leading
experts on sales enablement.
Prior to joining CSOI, Tamara
led the global sales force
enablement and transformation
team at TSystems.

Michelle Vazzana is a founding
partner and CEO at Vantage
Point Performance, and the co
author of Cracking the Sales
Management Code: The Secrets
to Measuring and Managing
Sales Performance.

Do you and your sales team
speak the same language?

Consistent processes are key for
managers and their sales teams.
Get your free chapter of The Sandler Rules for Sales
Leaders by Sandler Training’s President & CEO,
Dave Mattson.
Learn the best practices for sales leaders including:
•
•
•
•
•

How to create self-sufficiency
The real power behind proper recruiting
Creating a culture of accountability
Addressing uncomfortable issues
How to manage individuals while leading the team

Download your free chapter so you can
establish a sales management process
that works.
©2018 Sandler Systems, Inc. All rights reserved. S Sandler Training (with design) is a registered service mark of Sandler Systems, Inc.

2018 Feature Writers
We have also brought together some of the most experienced, successful and forwardthinking sales experts on the planet, to contribute regularly.
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Dr Tony Alessandra
HallofFame Keynote Speaker
and Founder of
Assessments24x7.com

Kevin Eikenberry
Chief Potential Officer, The
Kevin Eikenberry Group.

Joanne Black
Founder, No More Cold
Calling® Best selling author.

Colleen Francis
President and Founder of
Engage Selling Solutions and
bestselling author of Nonstop
Sales Boom.

George Brontén
Founder & CEO of Membrain,
AwardWinning Blogger &
Software Pioneer.

Joe Galvin
Chief Research Officer Vistage
Worldwide.

Deb Calvert
President, People First
Productivity Solutions. Author
of DISCOVER Questions Get
You Connected.

Barb Giamanco
Keynote Speaker, Author,
Corporate Webcast Host Social
Centered Selling CEO.

Jim Cathcart
Bestselling author of
Relationship Selling + 17 other
books. Top 1% TEDx video.

Julie Hansen
President, Performance Sales
and Training, Author of Sales
Presentations for Dummies.

Frank V. Cespedes
Teaches at Harvard Business
School; author of Aligning
Strategy and Sales.

Jill Harrington
President, SalesSHIFT. Author
of Uncommon Sense, 2017 Top
Sales Book of the Year.
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2018 Feature Writers

Graham Hawkins
CEO & Founder, SalesTribe.
Author of The Future of the
Sales Profession.

Dan McDade
CEO, Founder of PointClear.
Awardwinning blogger
(ViewPoint), author, speaker.

Mark Hunter
“The Sales Hunter,”
prospecting thought leader and
author of bestselling book,
“High-Profit Prospecting.”

Cian McLoughlin
B2B Win/Loss Analysis Expert,
Award Winning Blogger &
Author ‘Rebirth of the Salesman’

Jason Jordan
Partner at Vantage Point and
Author of Cracking the Sales
Management Code.

Jay Mitchell
President, Mereo LLC
Revenue Performance Advisor
and Board Member.

Jill Konrath
Keynote Speaker, Author,
3 Bestselling Sales Books,
AwardWinning Sales Blogger.

Keith Rosen
Award winning author, CEO of
Profit Builders and founder of
Coachquest.

Dave Mattson
CEO & President of Sandler
Training.

Colleen Stanley
President of SalesLeadership,
Inc., Best Selling Author of
Emotional Intelligence for Sales
Success …”

Bernadette McClelland
Head of Sales Transformation
and Enablement at Sales
Leaders Global Pty Limited.

Dan Weinfurter
Chief Growth Officer at DCR
Workforce. Author of Second
Stage Entrepreneurship.
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One of Us Could Die Having This Conversation!
I read a report recently - and no, I cannot provide you with a link, because I
can't find it, which is fairly typical, when one needs something - that
suggested we are having less than 10% of the human interactions that we
had ten years ago.

hat they are/were suggesting is that our
preference is for online dialogue rather
than faceface communication, and I can
believe that, although it may not be a preference,but
rather a necessity.
I know  and I expect you do too  lots of people
who, although they are working in adjacent offices,
prefer to email each other rather than getting off
their backsides and engaging in some good old
fashioned conversation.
The reality is that we are all rapidly losing the art
of talking, debating, discussing, arguing, and even

W
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writing  yes, even writing hand written notes is a
task too far for most of us  because so much of our
life is online, and there is no way back now. Even our
children, who, in years past, would spend most of
their waking hours outside playing and interacting,
now shut themselves away, unknowingly and
unwittingly becoming addicted to their newest IT
companions. Best friends that were once flesh and
blood have been replaced by emotionless chips,
encased in metal.
However, this post is not designed to try and roll
back the years  far from it. We have what we have,
and we are what we have become, so let's get on
with it. Rather, this is a post about making the most
of the limited time that we now have to
communicate with our clients, prospects and
customers, and it is about being "succinct"
I rather like this definition: Succinct 
"Characterized by clear, precise expression in few
words; briefly giving the gist of something."
You can interpret that as meaning, "getting to the
point, and avoiding waffle" And that is precisely
what
our
incredibly
time
constrained
clients/prospects/customers want us to be  more
so today than ever.
You will have read so many articles, blog posts,
and even books, telling us that unless we can bring
value, or incremental commercial advantages, or
something unique to our business conversations
with those clients/prospects/customers, we will
continually find ourselves shutout  not welcome at
the party, and certainly not at the toptable. And this
is truer today than it ever was.
I am a living example of a modern CEO (yes, I do
have a day job!) and as you can imagine, I am

Editorial

inundated daily with a barrage of requests for my
time, particularly from companies wanting to sell me
something. Of course, I am very sympathetic,
because professional frontline selling is what I write
about; talk about and even evangelize about. Even
so, I have a standard response, which I reply with,
and it goes something like this ...
"Thank you for your message (I am such a polite oldfashioned Englishman) I am assuming that prior to
contacting me you did your homework, and were able
to justify - to yourself at least - that I would gain
incremental
value
from
buying
your
product/solution/services. Therefore, before I agree to
meet with you, could you please share that intelligence
with me, and additionally confirm if your
product/solution/services
can
guarantee
me
improvements, gains, savings, reductions or increases in
any area of my business and if yes, which ones?"
That usually weeds out around 95% of
approaches. Of the remaining 5%, half of those don't
understand my message, and decide to go for it

anyway (not a great strategy with me, as they
discover) So we are usually left with about 2 1/2%
that have some relevance, and I am delighted to
meet with them. I am also naturally "drawn" to those
who are direct, concise, and ... succinct!
So the next time you communicate with
(assuming that your approach was relevant, and you
were able to confidently suggest that you could
bring incremental value: improvements/gains/
savings/reductions/increases) timestrapped buyers,
be sure to be succinct. You don't want them
thinking, "One of us could die having this
conversation!"
Watch out for an announcement shortly
regarding the brand new Top Sales Anti
n
Prevarication Club (Just kidding. Well actually..)

Jonathan Farrington is the CEO of
Top Sales World. You can also follow him
on LinkedIn here and catch up with the
JF Interview Series here

2018 Top Sales Academy
The 2018 Academy program will focus on the most relevant sales and marketing related topics such as, Sales
Enablement, Customer Experience Management, Sales Leadership, Social Selling, The Future of Professional Selling,
Enterprise Selling etc. The sessions will be presented by some of the most experienced and successful experts in the
industry and we have ensured that if you are a frontline sales/marketing/operations professional, manager or
CLounge resident there will be something for you. All the Details Here

Academy will be delivered in two phases. The Phase One will run from April 5th to May 31st,
Phase Two will run from October 2nd to November 28th.
Thursday April 5th

Sales Enablement: Resolving Confusion,
Establishing Clarity, Creating Strategy Presented by Tamara Schenk

Thursday April 12th Sales Coaching and Sales Process: Two Strangers on a Park Bench?
Presented by Jason Jordan
Thursday April 19th 5 Ways Salespeople Can Create Compelling Value, Book Meetings
and Build Pipeline Fast Presented by Barbara Giamanco & Chris Bennett
Thursday April 26th Serving and Growing Enterprise Accounts
Presented by Brian Sullivan

More Details About Each Session Here

Has Selling Lost Its Way?
Jonathan Farrington
interviews Tony J Hughes.

JF: So, Tony, do share with us what you think is
wrong with sales today?
TJH: Amidst all the chestbeating of ‘crushing
quota, crunching prospects and smashing the
competition’, there is a silent reality that cannot be
ignored... the rate of sales failure in B2B selling is
trending worse and in some industries it’s not
uncommon for 70% of salespeople to miss their
numbers. Sales leadership is spread thin and at an
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alltime low with a lack of investment in people
while increasing the levels of pressure to perform.
Failure and frustration is bringing out the worst in
sellers.
We operate today in the age of the empowered
buyer where they easily source their own
information, create competitive tension and seek
greater value from every supplier relationship. On
the other side of the equation, sellers are being
forced to contend with reduced deal sizes and
thinner margins, longer buying cycles due to the rise
of
consensusbased
decisionmaking,
differentiation being dismissed, decisionmakers
numb to the sales outreach, and with scepticism
concerning seller ROI claims.

The Jonathan Farrington Interview

When you add to this the need for sellers to
believe in what they’re selling and their lack of
masterfully blend digital, social and relationship
belief feeds the beast of low activity levels. When
based selling practices; it can be overwhelming. On
they do stepup to build pipeline, they avoid
one hand the busy fool syndrome abounds, and on
humantohuman
interaction
by
focusing
the other an alarming level of passivity where social
exclusively on digital (email and marketing
brand building and digitalonly outreach seems to
automation) and social (LinkedIn, Twitter, etc.).
dominate. Today more than ever, anyone who
When they do have real conversations, their
neglects the phone in their sales
conviction is weak and their ‘value
cadence is choosing to fail.
narrative’ is well below what is
Sellers have lost their way because
needed. Too many conversations are
they’ve forgotten that it’s really all
seller, rather than buyer, centred.
about the customer – their needs,
Sellers have
JF: What’s your advice for sales
their agenda, their business case,
success today?
their
preferred
channels
of
lost their way
TJH: Time is the most precious
communication. Timeless value must
because they’ve
resource of anyone in sales. Sellers
be combined with modern techniques
to break through and succeed in
forgotten that it’s need to target and invest their time
based on absolute clarity concerning
helping customers; saving them from
really
all
about
the
the ideal customer profile and the
their apathy.
customer – their buyer personas within those
JF: What do you mean when you say
organisations. This is essential for
needs,
their
“sellers have lost their way”?
being able to develop understanding,
TJH: Many have lost their way
empathy and insights when opening
agenda, their
because they lack discipline and
a relationship. Opening, rather than
business
case,
purpose in what they do. Without
closing, is the most important phase
these two things we just drift and can
of any sales process.
their preferred
easily descend to seeing customers as
Having the right narrative that
channels
of
a means to our own ends. Sales
talks the language of the executive
managers and salespeople need to
decisionmaker makes all the
communication..
embrace positive values where they
difference. Leaders care about
results and managing risk, and they
serve in the best interests of others.
want to know the financial gains,
For sellers to get themselves back
percentage improvements and the
on track, they need to stop pushing
lift they will see in KPI metrics. It needs to be
buyers and instead adapt to the three big
evidenced and backed with relevant customer
expectations they have today: 1) Know me before
stories that put them in the picture and create
you’ve even met me; 2) personalise my experience;
emotional resonance. Once you’ve nailed the right
and 3) anticipate my needs. This means we must do
value narrative that’s tailored for the target buyer
our research to understand their industry, their
persona, you then need to break through for a
organisation and the individual roles we engage. By
conversation.
doing this we can be relevant and provide genuine
This is where the right combinations are
empathy and insight.
essential because the people we need to engage are
The root cause of sales failure is poor intent and
deadened to much of the amateurish outreach that
poor execution. Too many sellers fail to truly

“

”
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bombards them. Executive decisionmakers don’t
value what most sellers seek to provide...
information about their products or services,
wrapped in the sales clichés of ‘solutions’.
Customers are busy and stressed, yet often
ignorant about opportunities to improve. We need
to break through their apathy to create
‘conversations of value’ well in advance of seeking
to position value from being a customer of our
products, services or ‘solutions’. We need a
hypothesis of value for every conversation but
recognise that only the customer is qualified to call
something ‘a solution’ and to quantify the business
case value to them and their organisation.
The big mistake that most sellers make is seeking
to lead with a ‘relationship sell’ rather than lead with
value for the buyer in an initial conversation. New
potential customers are not lonely and bored,
looking for a new friend to help them ‘whileaway’
the day. I’m not saying that relationships don't
matter, they always will, where there is complexity
or risk for the buyer. But relationships need to be
earned. If the buyer perceives that they are
transacting a commodity, then the seller is in deep
trouble. This is why McKinsey predict that 85% of
B2B transactions will be done without human
intervention in 2020.
All sellers need to operate smarter and, once
equipped with a ‘value narrative’ that resonates for
the buyer, the fastest path to sales success is
through referrals and trigger events because they
create trust and context. Use social for research to
find introductions and context for engagement.
Also leverage digital and marketing principles to
intelligently build a brand and automate sales
activities in CRM, LinkedIn and other platforms.
JF: How much of what you recommend is old
school versus new school?
TJH: It is timelessly important to focus on the
customer and on what they are seeking to achieve
in their world. Think about your customer’s
customers, and the pressures their business is

12
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under to survive and prosper. Lead with a narrative
that is all about them and provides empathy, insight
and market intelligence from which they can benefit
but without crossing any kind of ethical line with
their competitors. An old school truth is that only
the customer is qualified to call something a
solution and only the customer can define value. It
is essential that we go beyond our own products
and services to understand the customer’s industry,
company, role and personal context when we
engage.
New school is in the way we engage and
leverage technology to create higher levels of
efficiency and effectiveness in outreach. My new
book, COMBO Prospecting, is the result of 4 years
research and the wisdom of more than 100,000
sellers globally who actively engaged with my blog.
The bottom line is this: Only combinations of
outreach break through. Phone alone will fail, email
alone will fail, social alone will fail. But if you phone,
leave a voicemail, send a text and send an email all
within 90 seconds… the buyer thinks, ‘Holy blazing
beepers Batman, my pager is melting-down… she is
determined and won't give-up! It seems like it could be
relevant. I may as well reply right now.’ They may not
call back right away but email response rates lift
dramatically; and when they email a reply… you call
and create humantohuman engagement.
IQ and EQ have always been important, but
now TQ (Technical Quotient) is a prerequisite for
avoid disruption in a sales career. Blending old
school value with technology for productivity is
n
essential.

Tony J. Hughes is a bestselling author, #1
awardwinning blogger and the most read
LinkedIn Author globally on the topic of B2B
sales leadership. Tony’s first book is a
business bestseller with his new book,
COMBO Prospecting, available on Amazon
here. He can be found in LinkedIn, at
TonyHughes.com.au and RSVPselling.com

This Month’s Top Book Review

COMBO Prospecting
by Tony J Hughes

OMBO Prospecting is the must read book of
2018 for everyone in professional selling
because it address the #1 problem today…
creating healthy sales pipeline. Tony is a bestselling
author who comes from the real world and this new
book packs a powerful punch.
I know Tony and I’ve spoken with his clients. He
is the real deal and his methodologies deliver
outstanding results for some of the best known
brands in the world. Buy the book and buckleup.
Think ‘Jason Bourne meets Monty Python’! It
captivates, intrigues and educates but it will also
make you laugh out loud while he punches you in

C

the face with what to do about turning around your
sales.
In a world filled with false messiahs preaching
dangerous lies about passive sales philosophies,
Tony instead tells us the brutal truth about what it
really takes to succeed in earning the business of
new customers. Amidst all the fads and eartickling
lies about sales success today, Tony confronts us
with the necessity to combine the phone with digital
and social selling techniques. He explains exactly
how to build a strong personal brand and fireproof
your sales career to deliver results and remain
relevant in the era of empowered buyers and
technology driven disruption.
COMBO Prospecting explains the mindset
needed to succeed and then exactly how to create
the right value narrative that breaks through with
senior decisionmakers by talking the language of
leaders. Tony then provides a framework for
modernising the way we sell by combining
traditional and digital techniques leveraging social
and the phone together.
Buy this book for yourself and your sales team.
Everyone in selling needs to find ways to increase
the efficiency and effectiveness of their sales
activity. This book grabs you by the throat and
confronts the brutality of a career in sales with
precise advice on what to do to start winning the
fight of your life to succeed in professional selling.
Thank you Tony Hughes for providing a wakeup
call for everyone in sales! COMBO Prospecting is a
compelling read that entertains, educates and
inspires. Tony reminds us all that “professional
selling is about passionately serving customers to
help them achieve a far better state of affairs in their
n
personal life and in their career and business.”

Reviewed by John Smibert, Chief Sales
Mastermind, Sales Masterminds APAC
www.strategicsellinggroup.com
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The 2018 Top 50 Sales & Marketing Blogs
For the 6th year running, Top Sales World has announced
our Top 50 Sales & Marketing Blogs. As we always do, the
editorial team want to reiterate that they are not
suggesting that these are necessarily the best but they are
all personal favorites that the team tries to read on a regular
basis because of their high quality. It is an eclectic mix,
covering most sales disciplines and if there are any here that
you have yet to discover, we suggest you do, without
further delay!
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Acting For Sales
Blog

Anne Miller’s
Blog

Babette Ten Haken’s
Blog

Barbara Giamanco’s
Blog

Bernadette
McClelland’s Blog

Best Seller
Blog

Connect2sell™

CSO Insights
Blog

Heinz Marketing
Blog

Ideas That Matter

Insidesales Blog

Inside Sales Experts
Blog

Integrity Blog

Jeff Shore’s Blog

Jill Konrath’s
Sales Blog

Keith Rosen’s
Blog

Kevin Eikenberry’s
Blog

Mereo Blog

Meridith Powell's
Blog

Mike Weinberg's
Blog
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The 2018 Top 50 Sales & Marketing Blogs

No More
Cold Calling

Partners In Excellence
Blog

Platinum Rules For
Success

Quotable

Rain Group Sales
Blog

Sales EQ & IQ
Blog

Sales Management
Blog

Sales Pro Insider

Sales Enablement
Blog

Sales Shift
Blog

Sandler Training
Blog

SBI’s Sales & Marketing
Effectiveness Blog

Score More Sales

Selling Fearlessly

Slingshot Edge
Blog

Smart Calling

The Art & Science Of
B2B Sales

The Pipeline

The Sales Blog

The Sales Hunter

The Sales Leader
Blog

The Sales Management
Blog

The Ultimate Sales
Executive Resource

Tony J Hughes
Blog

Topline Leadership
Blog

Trinity Perspectives

Understanding The
Sales Force

Viewpoint Blog

Women SalesPros

Your Sales
Management Guru
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Identify Your Emerging Sales Leaders
Do you know who the
people most likely to
become effective sales
leaders in your organization
are?
ou should. Here are six simple steps you can
take to get better at building your bench by
spotting the next generation of emerging
sales leaders.

Y

1. Don’t follow the path of least resistance. It’s a
common mistake to move salespeople onto the
management track for the wrong reasons: the fact
that we get along well with someone, for instance,
or like his or her performance as a salesperson, or
consider the person to be helpful and/or well
intentioned. None of that has much bearing on
whether the individual can perform the complex,
difficult job of managing a sales team at a level of
excellence. Someone can have great chemistry with
you, regularly go above and beyond the call to help
out, and perform in the very top tier as a
contributor to the team’s overall revenue picture –

16
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and still be illsuited to the job of motivating,
growing, and developing other salespeople.
Familiarity does not necessarily equal success.
2. Create a hiring template. Don’t make superficial
assessments and hiring decisions and then call them
“gut instinct.” Instead, figure out exactly what it
takes to be a great leader of a sales team at your
organization. Identify the specific skills, experiences,
and results you’re looking for, and then recruit to
that model. Write it all down. Whether you’re
talking to internal or external candidates, don’t
consider people who don’t present the right fit with
the profile you’ve identified. Start thinking in terms
of disqualifying candidates who don’t match your
template.
3. Consider the culture and market. Every
company is different; every market is different.
Some people who would be able to perform to a
high standard as a sales manager at Company A
would be unable to do so at Company B. Don’t
promote or hire people who seem unlikely to fit in
with your company culture, even if the resume
looks solid.

Dave Mattson

4. Demand accountability. You want someone
who is willing to accept personal responsibility
when he or she makes a mistake. Promoting
someone
into
management
who
won’t
acknowledge errors, or who routinely plays the
blame game, is a bad choice that can ripple
throughout your organization.
5. Do a psychometric assessment on candidates
you are considering seriously. Once you
understand what really makes this person tick…
and what the ideal profile is for a manager at your
company… you’ll be in a better position to
compare the two and see how closely they match
up. Two great companies to work with on this
score are Extended DISC and The Devine Group.
6. Look for a “we” outlook. Someone whose
outlook is so strongly “Ifocused” that he or she
expects all the attention and rewards, and needs
to be seen as having all the answers, is unlikely to

TSW18
The European
Sales Summit
London September 13th 2018
Full Details Shortly

be a good leader of a sales team. Yes, the ideal
candidate will want full credit for his or her own
successes… but a good leader will also be eager to
acknowledge, encourage, and support others as
they move towards fulfilling their goals.
By following these guidelines, you’ll be better
positioned to identify the emerging sales
management talent within (and outside) your
company – the people worth investing time,
effort, and energy in as future leaders. In next
month’s article, I’ll share some thoughts on the
best ways to develop these people once you’ve
n
identified them.

Dave Mattson is CEO & President of Sandler
Training. Grab your free chapter of his latest
book to learn more about identifying
emerging leaders in your organization!

Bigger Sales Pipelines The Dangerous Truth
Last week I was invited to
download one of the many
reports that are published
annually. I read through it
today and while I wasn't
terribly surprised by anything, there were a
few findings that are quite interesting,
showing that some companies aren't
making very good decisions, and these
decisions could be representative of your
company too.
he report showed that overall, pipelines are
larger and that would generally be viewed as a
positive. But it was no surprise that sales
cycles are longer and win rates are lower. The
quality of leads was responsible for all three  the

T
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larger pipelines, longer sales cycles and lower win
rates. In other words, companies were either raising
the bar  they wanted better leads  or lowering the
bar  they wanted more leads.
It appears that in the case of better leads, better
was defined as bigger companies with bigger
opportunities, which increases the total value of the
pipeline. Greater competition, a longer sales cycle
and lower win rate are the obvious outcomes of that
strategy.
In the case of more leads, the number of
opportunities in the pipeline increases. Of course,
more is the opposite of better and longer sales
cycles and lower win rates are an obvious outcome
of that strategy too.
My question is, do more opportunities, despite
the lower win rates and longer sales cycle, translate
to better revenue growth?
The reality is that pipelines should not simply get
bigger! If we know the annual revenue goal, closing

Dave Kurlan

percentage and average deal size for every
salesperson, then we know exactly how many
opportunities must be in each stage of the pipeline
at any moment in time. When we know that, it's all
about effective targeting and scoring.
Last week I spent a half day helping a company
nail their scoring mechanism. If you get that right,
you'll know not only whether an opportunity
qualifies to be in the pipeline, but whether it should
be pursued, assigned resources, and quoted. When
companies choose to simply put more in, it's usually
because they already have too many of the wrong
opportunities in the pipeline.
There were some findings around technology
usage. It showed that in 20% of the cases, the
competitive edge could be attributed to technology
with the biggest three examples being CRM, Sales
Intelligence and Sales Presentation tools. But even
with CRM showing the most widespread usage, only
45% attributed their competitive edge to CRM.
Speaking of CRM, it seems that the data for this
analysis came from CRM, so I assume they were
mining Salesforce.com data from multiple companies
and industries. With so many executives
complaining that their salespeople hate using
Salesforce.com, and with sales managers having to
hound their salespeople to keep the data current, it
raises questions about the accuracy of the length of
the sales cycle. Many salespeople delay entering
data until an opportunity is well underway, while
others delay entering their followup and follow
through, including when they have closed the sale!
These issues cause sales cycles to be represented as
both artificially short and long! We could give them
the benefit of the doubt and suggest that it evens
out...
The authors grouped findings by company size 
smaller than and larger than $1 billion; but only 11%
of the respondents were from the larger companies.
Another thing that might have skewed their findings
is that 60% of the respondents were from software
and business services companies. While those
industries are certainly hot right now, the lack of

balance hides what might really be taking place. If
pipelines are bigger, sales cycles longer and win
rates lower, what do you suppose those three
metrics look like in the notsohot industries?
Well it's not what you might think! Win rates
went down in both tech and nontech, but they
dropped by 100% more in the tech segment. Wow!
See, that's how some would report this finding  by
dramatizing it  when the reality is that win rates
dropped by 2.1% in nontech and 4.7% in tech. Also
surprising is that the increase in the number of new
opportunities was 10.8% in tech but 18.3% in non
tech. To my thinking, it's the rest of the world
catching up with the tech and finally getting with the
program!
All of these findings are nice to know, but in your
company, it comes down to two things. Let's assume
that your deals are not lost because of quality; and
your deals are not won because of price. After all,
there can be only one lowest price and one best
quality. That means everyone else has to sell value.
In value selling, differentiation takes place in the field
(or on the phone) and that means your ability to
differentiate is reliant on:
l Consistent and effective consultative approach,
l Effective milestonecentric, customerfocused

sales process, and
l Consistent and effective coaching from sales

managers  on their deals and personal growth.
In my experience, this is generally not what is taking
place in most companies.
You can improve the sales process and sales
coaching by attending my annual Sales Leadership
Intensive  May 22nd and 23rd. It's two days of the
absolute best training on how to effectively coach
salespeople and much, much more.
n

Dave Kurlan is CEO of Objective
Management Group and Kurlan & Associates.
FInd out more here
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The 2018 Buyer/Seller
Disconnect Conundrum
For over two decades CSO
Insights has focused on
doing primary research to
identify the challenges
facing B2B sales teams,
and what companies are doing to deal with
those issues.
ur primary target survey audience are sales
professionals; CSO’s, sales managers, and
salespeople. In addition, we also get input
from marketing and service professionals on their
views of sales and how they collaborate with sales
teams.
As much has been written recently about
dramatic shifts in the “buying process” we decided to
expand the scope of our research to bring another
set of data points into the analysis equation – those
of people ultimately making purchase decisions. The
key qualifier for the 500+ business professionals we
surveyed was that they had to personally be making
solutions purchase decisions of >10,000USD on

O
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behalf of their organization.
The survey collected 55 metrics on buyer
behavior and what influences or adds value to the
decisionmaking process. In reviewing the data, one
metric really stood out for me. We asked the study
participants to share the top three resources they
leveraged to learn about products or services. A
summary of their responses can be seen below.
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Third party subject matter experts
Past experience with vendor
Vendor websites
Industry events/tradeshows/conferences
Peers/colleagues
Industry/professional online
communities/ networks
Business or industry publications,
trade media
Web searches
Vendor salespeople
Local or national professional trade
associations

42.9%
35.7%
35.3%
33.5%
30.3%
29.7%
29.1%
27.1%
23.0%
12.2%

©Miller Heiman Group – All Rights Reserved

Jim Dickie

Let the results sink in fully. Consider for a moment
how much of your company’s total revenues are
being spent to acquire, develop, support, and retain
sales professionals who can effectively engage with
customers and prospects. Yet when we asked buyers
what resources they rely on today, ninth on the list is
interacting with a sales person. That finding needs to
be explore on not just the sales management level,
but at the boardroom level as well.
Having surfaced this business challenge, I
explored other CSO Insights sales performance
related studies. In doing so, four key items emerged
that most sales organizations should focus on to start
moving salespeople up the list in terms of resources
buyers want to engage with.
As part of CSO Insights 2017 WorldClass Sales
Practices (WCSP) study, 45.5% of the survey
participants gave their understanding of the
customer’s buying process a “needs a major redesign”
or “needs improvement” rating. Based on that score,
the first recommendation is to ensure sales has a
comprehensive understanding of how “buying” is
evolving in their marketplace.
To do this, take a subset of recent deals; wins,
losses, and no decisions, and interview prospects on
their perspective of what happens during the buying
process. What business issues initiated the process,
who was assigned to the project team, what goals
were set for the initiative, what vendors made the
longlist and shortlist (and why), how did buyers get
educated on and evaluate alternative solutions, etc.
Once you have that input, map your sales process to
the buying process and see where there are areas of
misalignment and change the selling process to
better support the buying process.
Second recommendation is optimize sales force
education offerings. As part of CSO Insights 2017
Sales Enablement Optimization study, we analyzed
the quality and quantity of training provided to sales
teams. The results were underwhelming. In terms of
Value Messaging training, 50.3% of the study
participants gave their efforts a “needs a major
redesign” or “needs improvement” rating.

Furthermore, scores for training on Customer’s
Marketplace, the Customer’s Journey, and Social
Selling were all subpar, coming in at 54.7%, 56.0%,
and 56.3% respectively.
We must go beyond just educating salespeople
on our products. To enable our sales teams to more
effectively
engage
with
customers,
and
demonstrate a valueadd that sellers can bring to
the table when working directly with customers, we
need to invest in giving sales professionals new skills
and insights to do so.
A third area that needs attention is ensuring sales
teams can go beyond generating accurate
configurations and proposals. Referring again to the
2017 WCSP study, only 42.4% of the firms surveyed
had a “meets or exceeds expectations” rating in
regard to the ability of their salespeople to build a
solid business case/ROI to justify the purchase of
their firm’s products or services. This work needs to
be done in order for buyers to get an internal
approval to move forward, and sales teams need to
be an active part of that process.
Finally, we should not ignore the rest of the
sources for information that buyers are turning to.
Looking at the list again, one idea that could be
leveraged with nearly all the other sources
mentioned here is creating case studies overviewing
the success a vendor has had helping other
customers achieve their goals. Here again though we
see a challenge, as only 38.5% of the 2017 WCSP
study rated their ability to generate and maintain
case studies as “meets or exceeds expectations.”
If the above sounds like work, it is! But the cost
ofdoingnothing is screaming in our faces. Having
salespeople be ninth on the list a year from now is
n
unacceptable. Fix it!

Jim Dickie, is an Independent Research
Fellow, CoFounder of CSO Insights, a
Division of Miller Heiman Group that
specializes in benchmarking sales enablement
initiatives. He can be reached at
jimdickie@icloud.com or at @jimdickie.
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Effective Sales Training:
What Are the Foundational Elements?
Someone once told me that
many companies maintain
their equipment better than
their people. If so, they get
what they don’t maintain.
This is especially true in sales. Across
industries, turnover in sales averages
about 25-30% annually.
his means that, at many firms, the equivalent
of the entire sales force must be replaced and
trained every four years or so. Any talk about
talent management which ignores a requirement of
that magnitude is just talk.
Despite what you currently hear about “big data”
and “predictable revenue,” selling is not a science
reducible to a few methodological rules that can be
specified exante. Many variables affect selling
effectiveness besides the sales person: price,
product, competition, market conditions, and so on.
It’s your responsibility to adapt, not the market’s
responsibility to be kind to your sales efforts.
But as the phrase implies, “sales reps” represent
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their organization to the market. They need
reinforcement, periodic upgrading, adaptation of
skills to changing circumstances, and the motivation
that is a byproduct of a good developmental
process. Stated more bluntly, training salespeople
(and other professionals who must deal with a range
of changing situations) requires what the U.S. Air
Force in training pilots calls the 8P’s: “Proper Prior
Planning and Preparation Prevents PissPoor
Performance.”
In my experience, effective sales training has
certain foundational components, with implications
for sales trainers, sales managers, and senior leaders
at companies:
Build Your Team, Not another Firm’s Team.
There’s no such thing as effective selling if it’s not
linked to your firm’s strategy and objectives. So first
focus on identifying the sales tasks required by the
target customers and value proposition in your
strategy.
Selling is a contextually determined set of skills:
what works at that company does not necessarily
work here, because sales effectiveness is a function
of the sales tasks inherent in strategic choices.
Chasing “best practices” can be counterproductive,

Frank V. Cespedes

and training firms have an incentive to apply their
approach everywhere, whether or not particular
circumstances are a fit with that approach. Beware
of onesizefitsall methodologies. Sometimes an
offtheshelf training tool can address the desired
outcome. But more often, customization is required.
Develop the Fundamentals. Train salespeople
with attention to actual behaviors that can be
practiced and taught, not just preached via the
footballandwar rhetoric that still dominates in
many sales meetings. Core content in training should
reflect knowledge about who buys, why, and how—
today and tomorrow, not yesterday.
Selling is ultimately about the buyer. The
fundamentals are driven by that fact. Uptodate
criteria for opportunity identification, relevant call
patterns, active listening, understanding the
customer’s business and translating your capabilities
into customer business outcomes are typically core
selling skills. But how those skills are developed and
applied depends upon market conditions and the
buying process in each segment. In an earlystage
tech market, for example, customer education and
applications development are often key sales tasks.
But as the market develops and standards emerge,
people typically spend more time selling against
functionally equivalent products or developing third
party relationships. Training should keep pace with
those task changes.
Experiential Learning. Selling is a performance
art. Acquiring behavioral skills (versus concepts)
requires repetition. People must try a new behavior
multiple times before it becomes practiced enough
to be comfortable and effective—anywhere from
three to twenty times, according to different studies.
Hence, onthejob learning is crucial. But in many
companies, onthejob training is a euphemism for
no real training at all. It’s a random process
dependent on a particular sales manager’s calendar,
temperament, and ability. That’s a mistake. Adults
learn best when they can repeatedly apply new
information or a skill and see results—what some
now call “deliberate practice.” Effective sales training

cannot be a single event confined to a classroom or
seminar. It requires feedback from interactions with
customers. And as Sam Walton repeatedly told his
people, “There ain’t many customers at
headquarters.”
FollowUp. The biggest developmental impact
from training, according to many studies, is what
happens after training sessions: followup and
feedback. Too often, however, nothing happens
after training initiatives. By contrast, effective sales
training is linked to subsequent performance
reviews, ridealongs, winloss analyses, and other
core performancemanagement practices. In other
words, sales managers must manage. They can’t
“outsource” development of their people to a
training event, no matter how well designed and
executed that event may be.
Sales training at many firms still merits Hamlet’s
critique of Elsinore Incorporated’s values statement:
more honored in the breach than the observance. In
a given year, over a third of firms do not train
salespeople at all. And many budget training
according to lastinfirstout accounting principles:
training budgets (like advertising) increase when
sales are good, and get cut when times are tough. So
it’s hard to determine cause and effect. Sales training
also affects other functions in a firm: each product
manager wants her product emphasized; finance
wants a shorter ordertocash conversion cycle;
operations prefers certain types of orders. So “a little
bit of everything” is often a default option in sales
training programs. But given the amount of money
spent on sales by companies (an average of 10% of
revenues across industries, and often more in B2B
companies),
executives
have
a
fiduciary
responsibility to manage and measure the people
n
part of that investment more rigorously.

Frank Cespedes teaches at Harvard Business
School and is the author most recently of
Aligning Strategy and Sales (Harvard Business
Review Press). Find out more here.
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Flip Your Demo: A Winning Strategy
for Closing More Sales
Want a surefire way to
improve the success of
your demo? Flip it.

onversation Intelligence Platform, Gong.IO
recently analyzed 67,149 SAAS demos and
found that demos that start with the end
result are significantly more successful than demos
that follow a linear path or a series of workflows
before getting to that end result. This “Do the Last
Thing First” concept flips the traditional demo on its
head and is a core principle of the Great Demo!
methodology.
Stop and consider what your customer really
cares about at the start of a demo. Is it how your
company got started? How many solutions you
offer? How to log in and navigate a dashboard? Not
likely. Most customers care about the end result
they’re going to get by using your solution.

C
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Traditional demos typically don’t arrive at this end
result until after 10, 30, maybe 50 minutes or more.
According to new research, that’s entirely too late.
By that time in the demo:
l
l
l
l

Attention spans have plummeted
Executives have left the room
Everyone remaining is on information overload
You have run out of time and must race through
the most valuable part of your demo

How to Execute the Perfect Flip
Starting with the end result is a paradigm shift for
the sales rep, solution consultant, or sales engineer
who is used to clicking their way through a workflow
or process to finally arrive at the end result. To make
this transition smoother, follow these steps:
1. Start with the End in Mind
Obviously you can’t start with the end result if you

Julie Hansen

don’t know what that is. Discovery is a vital first step
to uncover the ideal end result for your customer.
During discovery ask questions around the following
areas:
l Current state – How is your customer

4. Confirm Accuracy
After you’ve presented the end result, make sure it is
what your customer was looking for. But suppose
it’s not. Are you dead in the water? Not at all. You
simply need to find out where you got your wires
crossed, so turn it into a discovery session. (Note: it
is much better to find out that you are off track in
the beginning of your demo than at the end when
everyone is frustrated and feels that
their time has been wasted!)

accomplishing a task or process now? What is
the current outcome of that workflow?
l Future state  What does an ideal
outcome look like for your
Most
customer? (If they don’t know, see
next point.)
customers care
l Gaps – Where is the opportunity?
Often times customers don’t know
about the end
what outcomes are possible. Use
result they’re
your discovery process to test
interest in other potential
going to get by
outcomes.
using your
l Usage  How would the customer
use this end result? The more you
solution.
know about how and when it’s
Traditional demos
used, the more you can tailor it to
their specific situation.
typically don’t

“

5. Navigate to the End Result
If the customer likes the end result, he
will likely have questions or want to
see how you arrived at it. Seems
simple enough, but this is often where
demos get way off track. It’s tempting
to start showing all the different
options along the way. Suddenly,
what would have taken 5 minutes has
taken close to an hour. This is a clear
case where less is definitely more. If
there is greater interest or you have a
highly technical audience you may
want to do a deep dive later, however
at this point in the demo you want to
show your customer the simplest path
to the end result.

arrive at this end
2. Align the End Result to Your
Audience
result until after
Make sure you know who will be in
10, 30, maybe 50
attendance at your demo and align
your end result with their interests
minutes or
If you’ve executed the perfect flip,
and needs. While IT might want to see
more.
you have arrived back at your starting
a detailed report of the workflow, the
point – the end result. You’ve
CFO is likely going to want to see
addressed the most important issue for your
something more highlevel that gives him a quick
customer right up front while attention is high,
snapshot of a situation.
interest is piqued, and executives are still present.
67,000+ demos can’t be wrong. Flip your demo
3. Cut to the Chase
and start improving your close rate today!
n
When you arrive at the demo, do introductions and
a quick review of your customer’s situation and then
cut to the chase. In other words, present the end
result first. Describe to your customer what he’s
Julie Hansen is President of Performance
seeing by highlighting a few key details and the
Sales and Training and an affiliate of Great
value, however be sure to keep it high level at this
Demo! Find out more here.
point.
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How to close 17 times more sales
than your competition
Technology in sales is not a solution to a problem. It’s a means of solving a
problem, and it hinges critically on how well you apply it as one part of your
revenue generation system. Do it wrong and you’re spinning your wheels.
Do it right and you sell to more customers in a way that’s faster and more
effective.
o understand the difference, look at a case
study from my own consulting work. I work
with two different companies in the same
industry. They both have the same number of
monthly webbased sales leads generated from the
same automated marketing platform. But they
produce radically different sales results.
Company A does not have a systematic response
for managing those leads. They allow for a 48hour
gap between receiving a lead and contacting the
prospect, after which they convert 1.3% of the leads
to qualified opportunities. They don’t measure their
closing rate: even if they closed all of those
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opportunities, it would only be 1.3 wins for every
100 leads.
Company B responds to each new lead
immediately using automatedresponse software
built into their marketing platform. It is mandatory
that their sales team respond within one hour to
each lead passed onto them. They have a 22% rate
of conversion to qualified leads, and they close 80%
of those leads. With 17 new sales, they are
outperforming the other company by more than a
12toone margin!
The difference between these two companies
comes down to process: repeatable steps that you

Colleen Francis

must apply diligently to your lead generation
process. If you’re not matching Company B’s habits
in how you handle sales lead generation, it’s time to
sit up and pay attention.
Getting smarter about your lead generation and
nurturing process means tackling responsiveness
and personalization. That entails four mustdo
steps:
Strike while the iron is hot—In the examples above,
Company B explained to me that leads were 7X
more likely to engage with a seller if they responded
within the hour. That’s exactly the point of investing
in a lead attraction program: to maximize
engagement from more leads of higher quality in
less time. And let’s face it, if you’re serious about
lead generation, you’re also investing heavily in sales
and marketing automation platforms. Why in the
world would you make that important investment
and not maximize your ROI? Your competitors
certainly won’t. Hot leads stay hot for only minutes
not days. Implement a onehour response rate for all
new leads: no exceptions.
Get acquainted on a firstname basis—This is old
school selling wisdom that remains as true today as
ever: always address your customer personally.
Technology, and specifically business AI makes it
easier to do this. Remember: people correctly fillout
online forms that ask for their first name for two
reasons: because you asked them to and because
they expect you to address them personally as a
result. Another smart client of mine measured
personalization last year and found that when they
send automated thankyou messages to inbound
web leads—and include the person’s name, company
and industry in the message—they get a 128%
increase in the open rate and an astonishing 431%
jump in the clickthrough rate.
Break out that coaching whistle and whiteboard—A
personalized and responsive leadgeneration
process doesn’t just give you more leads: it gives you

more opportunities to learn, measure and leverage
what’s working and what isn’t in your selling
methods. It’s no surprise that top performing teams
are using detailed CRM dashboards to organize all
this data. That includes who the leads are sent to,
who is responding, when they are responding, the
average size of an opportunity and what the
conversation ratios are between all stages in the
process. Sales leaders focused on acceleration can
then take this data to coach staff. It’s objective:
based on realtime data, buying history and other
key variables.
Share your greatest hits internally—Share your
successes within your organization and do so on a
regular basis. In a sense, every success story is like
another greatesthits track on a playlist of wins. Your
people can only start to recognize those successes
as a familiar pattern if you frame them that way.
That’s how you encourage them to adopt your best
practices. So when someone closes an important
new deal, have them send a note out everyone in
the company and ensure they credit the smart
process that made this happen. Our clients who do
this also have a higher number of seller achieving
their goals. Why? Because they’re inspired and
motivated by the success of their peers.
Notice what all of these mustdo steps have in
common. They combine systems and people. Sales
technology won’t do that for you. There’s no toggle
button that enables having a smarter process for
managing leads. So take the time to get this right.
Recognize the incredible power that sales
technology can bring to your organization, but never
lose sight of the fact it always requires your people
n
to implement a process to maximize potential.

Colleen Francis is President and Founder of
Engage Selling Solutions and bestselling
author of Nonstop Sales Boom.
Find out more here
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The ABCs Of Sales Have Changed
The ABC’s of sales, Always
Be Closing was made
famous in the 1992 movie
Glengarry Glen Ross. Alec
Baldwin’s character, Blake,
shared the belief in a speech that became
famous for describing how to be
successful at selling.
t worked because the consumer wasn't educated.
They needed salespeople to enlighten them. So,
salespeople were taught they should always be
closing, and they should always be thinking about
the sale. We had things like trial closes and one of
the biggest areas of concern for salespeople was not
being able to close the deal. They’d get to the end of
their sales process, offer a trial close, or say, ‘So,
what do you think?’
The response from the prospect would be
hesitation, or ‘We'll let you know.’ ‘We'll call you.’ It
was a real struggle. The best salespeople were the
ones who had that sort of finesse; the ones who
were always closing.

I
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And then the internet became a big resource.
Now we have an educated consumer and we have
salespeople still behaving as if they aren't.
Salespeople are still going out there and talking a
whole lot about their product or service, the bells
and whistles, and boring people to tears.
Always Be Closing assumes that everyone you
talk to you should be able to sell to. Well, now we're
in the 21st century and none of this is true. The
ABCs of sales have changed and they are now
Always Be Curious. Salespeople and small business
owners really need to stop thinking about selling.
They need to realize that not everybody is a
potential client. The truth is they are going to
provide their product or service to the people who
should be getting it. The salesperson only discovers
who those people are if they're learning about them;
If they're connecting with them and paying attention
to what's going on with them.
In this day and age, we need to stop thinking
Always Be Closing and shift to Always Be Curious.
We should be connecting with other
businesspeople when we're out networking, with
our colleagues and frankly with our competition,
because sometimes it isn't a good fit for us to do

Diane Helbig

business with someone. It’s great when we can send
that prospect to someone who is a better fit. We
should be connecting with our prospects. This looks
like really being curious about them; really trying to
get to know them. Not assuming they need what we
have to sell or even that we want to be working with
them.
Rather we should be connecting with them on a
deeper level so that we can determine whether we
can help them, whether we want to help them,
whether they really need what we have to sell, and
whether they value it. We’re discovering whether
it's a good fit overall. That's the way we're going to
be most successful.
Part of the problem with Always Be Closing is it's
not comfortable for the vast majority of people. It's
why sales is such a hard job. It's why so many people
wash out of sales. Always Be Closing isn’t
comfortable for most of the small business owners
who are trying to sell. And it's not comfortable for
the people who have to listen to it; the people who
are subjected to that sort of barrage of information.
When we change the dynamic and we say let's just
be curious, we put ourselves and others in a much
better situation.
Always Be Curious. Be curious about the people
you meet, about who they are, what motivates them,
and what matters to them. Be curious about what
they need, what they want, and who they are.
Because if they need or want what it is you have
to sell, and they are someone with whom you want
to engage in a longterm relationship, you'll be able to
have that conversation. But not until you've learned
all those things. Always Be Closing assumes at the
very beginning that you're going to get the deal.
Always Be Curious assumes that you have to go on a
journey of discovery to identify whether it makes
sense to engage in a relationship with this person. In
business, Always Be Curious is now the way to go.
Moreover, with current clients we need to
continue to be curious. What do they need? Where
are they going? What are their goals and initiatives?
What challenges are they experiencing? The more

we know about them and the more we can help
them, especially with the things that they're not
going to buy from us, the more valuable those
relations are in the clients’ eyes.
We maintain those relationships over the long
term because they know we care about them. ABC
could be Always Be Connecting or Always Be
Caring. It is NOT Always Be Closing anymore. So,
when you venture out to sell, choose Always Be
Curious. Head out wanting to learn about other
people, wanting to learn about companies, about
what is going on out there in the world. Find those
relationships where it makes sense because,
interestingly enough, when you do this you will close
the business that you are supposed to close. You will
be successful and grow your company by being
n
curious, not by always closing.

Diane Helbig President of Seize This Day, is
the author of Lemonade Stand Selling and
Expert Insights, host of Accelerate Your
Business Growth podcast, and Business
Growth Acceleration internet TV show.
Visit www.SeizeThisDay.co to learn more.

Close the Deal: Augmenting Professionals with
AI for Higher Sales Performance
By its nature, sales is
centered on the ability of a
representative to engage a
prospect, build a
relationship, and fulfill his
or her needs to close the
deal.
hile digital channels might garner
curiosity, sales representatives must
guide prospects from initial interest
through to the final signature. Trusted conversations
between sales representatives and prospects will
differentiate your sales force enabling them to
continuously exceed quota.
Communicating clearly and effectively with
prospects can be one of the biggest obstacles for
sales professionals. Highly regulated industries often
restrict call vocabulary, which means sales pitches
are less about the actual words spoken and more
about how the words are communicated. This can
be a key differentiator in whether or not companies
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successfully win business and create a strong
foundation for a longterm relationship.
Though most sales representatives believe they
are attuned to how well they communicate, on
average many misjudge their abilities, undermining
their potential for improvement. In the telephone
sales environment, representatives often take over
50 calls a day interacting with unique personas and
situations. For representatives to be attuned to how
they speak and how they are being perceived
requires a high level of selfawareness and
emotional intelligence. Though often overlooked
and undermanaged, soft skills can be the most
challenging skills to master and train in employees.
To be most effective representatives need to be
taught not only how to communicate, but how to
stay effective when they are under pressure and
fatigued. Even representatives that have a strong
natural ability to build trust through rapport often
see erosion in their performance throughout the
day, missing cues that they may ordinarily react to
effectively. The challenge is exasperated by the fact
a representative’s cognitive capacity is divided

Steve Kraus

among the conversation and various other activities
perception, sales forces can more effectively
such as following proper procedures, navigating
monitor for inflight interactions and assist
various systems and capturing data.
representatives in converting a disinterested
If proficiency in soft skills is necessary to creating
prospect to a repeat buyer.
a team of top performers, how can you empower
sales representatives to hone these skills and
3. AI for Predictions:
succeed? Technology can help. Over the past five
Since AI technology can now monitor and analyze
years the rapid advancements in high powered
human behavior on a massive scale it also serves as
computing have changed how sales
the fuel for machine learning and
teams
operate.
Through
predictive models. Collecting and
augmentation, AI solutions can
The challenge is analyzing such conversational
enhance representatives’ natural
dynamics as tone, tension, pitch,
exasperated by
abilities helping them be better at
pace, vocal effort, mimicry and turn
their jobs, guiding them in the
taking, will allow salesforces to
the fact a
moment and providing key insights
understand the future wants of their
representative’s
that help them selfimprove.
current prospects. Having this
cognitive capacity information about a prospect’s
3 Ways AI Can Augment Phone
predicted
purchasing
decisions,
is
divided
among
Based Sales Representatives
serves as novel insights for sales
the conversation leaders. These AI capabilities can
1. AI for Emotional Connection:
predict such things as the likelihood a
and
various
other
Use AI technology to enhance the
sales teams will hit their quotas, the
emotional
intelligence
of
activities such as best products to sell, the optimal
representatives and help them adapt
customer segments and pricing
following
proper
their behavior to be perceived as
strategies on which to focus. These
more
caring,
confident
and
insights enable new ways to rapidly
procedures,
trustworthy. Relationshipbuilding is a
test and learn to constantly be
navigating
various
necessary skill for any sales
improving efficiency and outcomes.
representative yet one of the hardest
systems and
to master. AI technology has the
AI can augment the natural ability of
capturing
data.
ability to process behavioral and vocal
sales
teams
and
provide
cues
to
give
representatives
unprecedented insights to sales
information they never had access to before. This
leaders. By enabling representatives with the tools
technology can help representatives adjust and
to display topnotch soft skills and build emotional
respond with more emotional intelligence to
connections with prospects, they will inevitably
develop a personalized rapport.
exceed their performance goals. AI has wide
reaching applications. But probably the most
2. AI for Behavioral Insights:
compelling is AI’s ability to empower the frontline to
Gain more comprehensive and timely insight into
build lasting trusted relationships and win more
n
the impact of each representative’s behavior on call
business.
outcomes. Discover innovative ways to better
Steve Kraus, Vice President of Marketing,
interact and win more business. By finding the
Cogito Corp. Find out more here.
correlation between speaking behavior and
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The One Behaviour Salespeople And Sales
Leaders Need To Stop Hiding From…
OK, I won’t make you read
to the end here so comes
an early spoiler alert! For
Salespeople, that behaviour
is Responsibility, and to
complete the equation, for the Sales
Manager it is Accountability. Both in equal
doses!
hat if I was to tell you that based on
evidence and science based data only
11% of salespeople demonstrate best
practice in Responsibility?*.
And what if I was to tell you that from the
evaluations I work with and with over 16,000
surveyed, 57% of sales managers demonstrated best
practice Accountability?* (and this dropped to 42%
for family run businesses).
Now before you roll your eyes, hang in here for a
bit.
Sales leaders know they are to hold their people
accountable, but the truth is that many really don’t
know how. They are in leadership roles and yet don’t
know how! And some of those that do, won’t!
Some think that micromanaging is what they
should do and others think that just focussing on the

W
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numbers is what they are supposed to do, while
others think ‘free reign’ is acceptable.
For those of us with kids, it’s a bit like parenting.
How do we make sure our children become
responsible contributors to the world and still have
them love us?
In business, how do we make sure our
salespeople become responsible contributors to the
business and still have them respect us?
If we continue with the analogy of parenting, it’s
a case of making sure our kids realise a couple of
things:
l There is a code of conduct in the house
l There are consequences for inappropriate

behaviour
l There is always a conversation to be had around

expectations
l Everyone has tasks to perform in order to make

the household run smoothly
l The home is always a safe space for mistakes to
be made.
l We respect and love each other, no matter what.
At around seven years of age, the human brain shifts
focus and decides it’s time to step up. After being
joined at the hip, sharing their parents thinking and
living in a fairytale world of princesses and

Bernadette McClelland

astronauts, kids step into a new phase of thinking
and reality at this age.
Their levels of consciousness, their logic as well
as their emotional stability takes on a new form and
their brain takes on a new level of internal and
external awareness. Some parents sense the shift
and will educate their kids to a more adult way of
viewing the world especially for the future, whilst
others continue to treat them as the children they
still are and once were.
This is the Accountability Stage.
It’s when kids can start to see that there is a
payoff for doing things themselves instead of having
things done for them. It’s when they can use their
own logic to achieve results for themselves without
being asked. It’s when they realise the rewards they
receive by taking on more responsibilities causing
them to want to do more. It’s the brain’s prefrontal
cortex kicking in.
Kids are capable of taking on responsibilities and
being held accountable at this age because their
brains can cope and they realise they can stand in
their power.
So where does a salesforce sit when it comes to
Responsibility and Accountability?
Well if we agree with Freud’s three personalities,
then we would have to surmise that there is a
percentage of salespeople and sales leaders who
operate in each:
l The child – someone who blames others, takes

credit from others, makes excuses, lives in a
fantasy world, continually sidesteps, cheats and
takes shortcuts
l The parent – someone with a this is my way or
the highway mentality, who operates from an ‘I’m
telling you what to do’ angle, uses language such
as ‘because I said so’, a bully.
l The adult – someone who asks rational
questions, who listens, gives the benefit of the
doubt,
holds
people
accountable
and
demonstrates patience and respect.

Just as kids we learnt our times tables, understood
currency, sang our alphabet (even if it was to
Sesame Street) and represented our school House in
some kind of sports, it was preparing us for our
future. It was ensuring that we could go out into the
big wide world and make something of ourselves.
Responsibility and accountability!
Just as we had to do the dishes and the lawns
and babysit and do the newspaper run  it was
preparing us for our future and ensuring we could be
independent and make choices that set us up for
success. Responsibility and Accountability!
The same responsibilities and accountabilities
apply today in business  for both the leader and the
salesperson. Same horse. Different jockey.
Because the secret is in having a room filled with
adults.
And adults look like:
l Sees the bigger picture and define their objective
l Is not obsessed with being liked, rather
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

appreciative of being respected
Can say ‘yes’ and ‘no’ at exactly the right times
Is able to address the unacceptable behaviour
and not the person
Will not drop the ball on their reporting and
administration duties
Is responsive to others and aware of others
Realise their behaviour impacts more than them
Is able to say ‘Fair cop, the buck stops with me’
Has a beginners mind
Makes decisions not excuses
Takes feedback and then says, ‘thank you’
Says ‘yes I will’ and does!

It’s about preparing yourself for YOUR future. And
that future will depend on you being more
responsible and holding yourself and those around
you to be more accountable.
Kids Rule!!! (Sometimes!)
n
* OMG Group Research

Bernadette McClelland
CEO, 3 Red Folders
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Meeting Magic or Misery
Do you approach a
corporate meeting
expecting just another
annoying waste of time?
Do you walk away from it
wondering why you wasted your time?
f so, you know first hand how frustrating
inefficient meetings can be. Most managers
spend 2530% of their time in meetings and
studies show that the average cost of a meeting runs
over $1,000. Since it's rare for most organizations to
have a meetingfree day, the total cost of meetings
quickly adds up to a major expense.
Meetings are currently the most expensive
communication activity in the corporate world.
Consider the salaries of those in attendance,
preparation costs, travel expenses, and the price of
materials, facilities, and equipment used during the
meeting. Even if an organization conducted only two
meetings a week, the total annual cost for those
gatherings would run well over $104,000.
When meetings are wellmanaged, they are an
effective and essential tool for communication
within the organization. Important decisions are

I
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made, ideas are generated, and information is
shared. Meetings are a critical part of teambuilding
and, as team spirit grows, the company benefits as
the group's ability to work together and make
decisions grows.

Guidelines for Effective Meetings
The fundamentals of successful meetings are not
complicated or difficult to follow. Even so, meetings
that are tedious and unproductive are evidence that
these guidelines are being overlooked.
Here are the basics for a productive meeting:
1. Need. Hold only those meetings for which there
is a demonstrated
need.
Weekly
status
updates require a meeting only when five or more
people need the information. You can speak to three
or four people individually and save a lot of time.
Regularly scheduled staff meetings may not be
necessary if you have a small staff and have
opportunity for frequent interaction. Meetings are
ideal when you need to solve problems that are
complex or affect many people, exchange technical
information, or explain a complex policy, procedure
or situation.

Dr Tony Alessandra

2. Purpose. Every meeting must have specific,
stated objectives and a broad purpose. Attendees
need to know the meeting topics beforehand, in
writing, so that they can come prepared.
3 Attendees. Invite only attendees who can
contribute or who have a serious need to know. The
more people who attend a meeting, the longer it will
take to accomplish your objectives. The ideal size for
a working meeting is 57 people.
4. Agenda. Agendas are an absolute must for every
meeting. While having an agenda is the most critical
element of effective meeting management, 75% of
all meetings have no preplanned agenda. If possible,
distribute the agenda 48 to 72 hours prior to the
session. Use an agenda even for lastminute
meetings. The meeting leader can write an agenda
on a flipchart or whiteboard or the agenda can be
developed with the attendees as the first action of
the group. Agendas not only help the attendees
come prepared, they force the meeting leader to
organize thoughts and priorities. A good agenda
addresses issues in order of importance and
allocates time to each issue.
5. Choose a good meeting place. The room should
offer proper ventilation, comfort, accessibility, and
the necessary equipment and be free from
distractions and interruptions.
6. Start and end on time. Meetings should begin
and end punctually. This sends a message to
participants that their time is respected and that
they are expected to respect the meeting time. You
might consider beginning the meeting with an
uncomplicated activity, so that those who still arrive
late can catch up. Avoid "recapping" for late comers.
7. Stick to the agenda. Although you want to
encourage participation, new issues should be noted
and held over for a later meeting. If you let the
meeting get sidetracked, you will have difficulty

meeting the goals and objectives established. If
critical issues arise which prevent resolution on an
agenda item, they can be noted and that item can be
rescheduled for a later meeting. If a new item is so
critical that it needs immediate attention, poll the
attendees for an agreement to address it at the
current meeting. The agenda is a contract with the
attendees; it should not be changed without their
concurrence.
8. Encourage participation. Attendees should feel
comfortable enough to offer opinions or suggestions
openly.
9. Maintain a balanced, controlled discussion.
Support members in expressing their opinions, even
on volatile, highly charged issues, but discourage
arguments. Do not let any one person dominate the
meeting.
10. Summarize and distribute minutes. Recap the
decisions and any actions planned as a result of the
meeting to make sure that everyone is in accord on
the proposed action details: who is to do what and
when. Make sure that each attendee receives
written minutes no later than two days following the
meeting.
You can help ensure consistently productive
meetings by following a meeting policy based on the
above. A succinct onepage set of guidelines should
be printed, distributed, and, most importantly,
followed. The easiest way to encourage the
adoption of these guidelines is to demonstrate them.
As people see the effectiveness of meetings
increase as a result of following the guidelines, they
n
will begin to implement them also.

Dr Tony Alessandra is a Hall of Fame
Keynote Speaker and Founder of
Assessments24x7.com.
Find out more here
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Top Partner of the Month

Your role. Your leadership.
Unleash your potential.
Are you ready to lead your team to unsurpassed revenue performance?
Learn How

Status quo “winning” too often
in your sales cycles?
Under-performing sales teams
impacting corporate
performance?
Mereo has enabled more than 100 industry
leaders, including Ariba, PGi, Accel-KKR,
Vistage and Ace Hardware to unleash
sustainable revenue performance.

Discover Mereo

Top Sales Post

March’s Top Sales Post
How to Take the Path of Least Resistance
by Jill Konrath

A

fter going through a difficult period in my
personal life, my work habits had deteriorated
pretty badly. I knew it was time to turn things around
again, but darn, it was so freaking hard.
For me, the biggest challenge of all was writing.
My focus was fractured and my creativity
constrained. Change required effort and sustained
willpower—more than I seemed capable of
mustering.
When it was tough to sit down and type out
articles, I let myself off the hook. I accepted my own
lame excuses and frittered away my time. Even
though I knew I had to make a change, it was just
easier to keep putting everything off and avoiding a
path that added stress and work to my life.

Which brings us to last week. I was hiking in the
red rocks of Southern Utah, all the while chastising
myself for following the path of least resistance
professionally. I was keenly aware that it was not
leading me in the right direction.
That's when it hit me! There is HUGE value in
following the path of least resistance.
How to Make the Path Easier
Not our own, but our buyers. Like us, they default to
the easiest way to get things done. Staying with the
status quo might not be the best alternative, but
they know how to live with it.
Change takes effort; it adds to their workload.
Read Full Article Here
Change is risky; careers...

Our 2018 Partners
If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW sponsor
and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.
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